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In this work, nylon-6,6/Kevlar short fibre composites have been processed by injection moulding. Their 
microstructure, and fibre and matrix orientation, measured by wide-angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD), 
have been studied as a function of two major processing variables, i.e. the injection speed and the mould 
temperature. At low mould temperatures, skin, underskin and core structures have been observed, while 
at high mould temperatures only skin and core structures were found. Fibre orientation patterns exhibit 
both a processing and a geometrical dependence. Matrix orientation patterns are different from those of 
the pure polymer moulded material and are mainly influenced by the fibre orientations, which are themselves 
affected by the processing conditions. 

(Keywords: injection moulding; orientation; nylon-6,6/Kevlar composites) 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  fibre/matrix interactions, the nylon-6,6/Kevlar composite 
system was chosen on account of the structural similarity 

Short-fibre-reinforced thermoplastics have recently re- of the fibres and the matrix. In previous studies, we have 
ceived considerable attention in the field of composites, investigated the mechanical properties and the interface 
since they can be processed by using highly automated of nylon/Kevlar composites 4'5. In this present paper, 
and comparatively economic processes, such as injection focus has been put on the influence of injection moulding 
moulding, parameters on the orientation behaviour of nylon-6,6 and 

The incorporation of fibres into a polymer matrix Kevlar fibres in short-fibre-reinforced composites, which 
produces a microscopically inhomogeneous material (i.e. has a preponderant influence on the properties of the 
a composite), with structure and properties which are resulting parts. 
different from those of each component acting on its A variety of methods have been developed to charac- 
own. In the composite, the properties usually depend terize the molecular orientation of polymers 6, among 
more on the processing technique and conditions than which the most widely used are birefringence, Fourier 
those of the polymer matrix in its unfilled form. The transform infra-red (FTi.r.) spectroscopy and X-ray 
structural elements that are most sensitive to the diffraction. For  composite systems such as the one being 
processing history are fibre and matrix orientation, which studied here, the birefringence technique is not particu- 
have become among the most interesting topics in larly usefulbecause of the difficulty involved in separating 
morphological studies of injection moulded composites, the contributions resulting from the two macroscopic 
Although the morphological structure of composites phases, i.e. the fibres and the matrix, from the contri- 
produced by injection moulding has been intensively butions of the crystalline and amorphous parts of the 
studied and reviewed by several authors 1-3, orientation matrix. The presence of macroscopic domains also makes 
of the matrix chains has not yet been well characterized. FTi.r. spectroscopy difficult to use. 
This is particularly true for semicrystalline polymer Contact microradiography (CMR), which is used 
matrices where the fibre-matrix interactions may act extensively for glass-fibre-reinforced thermoplastics 7, is 
through either transcrystallization of the matrix around not amenable to organic fibre studies because of the 
the fibres or the formation of specific interactions, such necessity to introduce a heavy element (usually Pb) 
as hydrogen bonds, between the fibres and the matrix, into the fibres. Image analysis, which is widely used 

Kevlar fibres are composed of highly oriented poly- for composites a lo, has been attempted previously ~1. 
amides. Their outstanding mechanical properties and low However, Kevlar fibres are strong, flexible and abrasion 
gravity justify their use in high-technology composite resistant and do not yield fibre cross-sections with 
applications. However, experience has shown that the smooth boundaries after being polished using aluminium 
adhesion of Kevlar to most thermoplastics is poor. powder. Therefore, significant errors are introduced in 
Nylon-6,6 is also a polyamide and is one of the most the image analysis of the cross-sections. 
widely used thermoplastic materials. In order to favour The X-ray diffraction method is particularly useful to 

assess the orientation of the crystalline phase. This 
* To whom correspondence should be addressed technique can be used to characterize the fibre orientation 
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in composites provided that the fibres are crystalline and z 
oriented. In such systems, other methods are often not ~ ~ ~ N e a d  
applicable. For this study, X-ray diffraction was chosen v . 
to characterize the crystalline phase orientation of both 
fibre and matrix. Although there is some overlap in the ~ O ~ ' ~ "  
diffraction peaks which belong to the fibre and the matrix, 
it is still possible, through careful selection of measured x 
reflections, to study the orientation of each crystalline ~ / /  ~ "  FrontNeck 
phase that is present. The orientation of the amorphous 
phase of the matrix has not been attempted because of \ \  / /  / Center 
the weakness of its main scattering peak, which lies under 
the most intense diffraction peaks in nylon-6,6. 

The microstructure, and the fibre and matrix orientation \ , / ~  Rear Neck 
of the injection moulded parts will be discussed in ~ Tail 
relationship to the main injection variables, which are 
mould temperature and injection speed. The final aim of Figure 1 Designation of the sample areas used in this study 

this work is to allow a quantitative evaluation of processing conditions are denoted as follows: 
orientation factors for use in the prediction of the 
mechanical properties of composite systems, with the (a) LSLT =low injection speed, low mould temperature; 

(b) HSLT = high injection speed, low mould temperature; 
latter being the subject of a separate paper. (c) LSHT = low injection speed, high mould temperature; 

(d) HSHT = high injection speed, high mould temperature. 

EXPERIMENTAL The microstructures of the injection moulded samples 
Nylon-6,6 (Zytel 103HS®), reinforced by short Kevlar were observed through a Zeiss polarizing optical micro- 
fibres, with a fibre length of 6 mm and a fibre content of scope. Prior to observation, the moulded parts were 
35 wt%, was provided by Du Pont in the form of granules, microtomed with a tungsten knife at liquid nitrogen tem- 
These materials were dried in a CERCO-SEMIP air peratureusingaReichert-Jung2050Supercutmicrotome. 
convection drier at ll0°C for 48h prior to their use in Each layer in a thickness of 15pm were cut parallel to 
injection moulding, the X Y  or Y Z  planes of the sample (cf. Figure 1). The 

Injection moulding of pure nylon-6,6 and the composite cut layers were held between two microscopic glass slides 
pellets was performed by using a NISSEI NC-8000PZ which had been saturated with glycerol to compensate 
injection moulding machine with a maximum injection for distortion. Observations were performed at ambient 
capacity of 152cm3s -1, a maximum injection speed of temperatures and the dimensions of each observed 
21.52ms -l ,  and a maximum pressure of 147MPa. The structure were measured using a micrometer eyepiece. 
injection parameters used are shown in Table 1. The Photographs were taken under polarized light. 
samples were moulded according to ASTM D-638M Fibre and matrix orientation were measured using a 
specifications. In the text, the terms 'moulded parts' or Rigaku Rotaflex rotating anode generator (Model RU 
'moulded pieces' refer to injection moulded samples that 200BH) with nickel-filtered CuKc~ radiation, operating 
have been prepared in accordance with this ASTM at 55 kV and 190 mA. The skin layer of the samples used 
method. The terms 'head' and 'tail' zone of a moulded in the orientation studies was removed by using a 
piece are defined as the two bell zones, and the diamond saw. Azimuthal scans of 002 (20=132,  d- 
'front neck' and 'rear neck' zones refer, respectively, to spacing = 0.645 nm)reflection of the Kevlar fibres, and of 
the connection zones between the bone and the front and 002 (20 = 12.2 °, d-spacing = 0.640 nm) and 100 (20 = 20.3 °, 
rear bells in a dumbbell-shaped moulded part, appearing d-spacing = 0.436 nm) for nylon-6,6 were recorded at a 
in consecutive order along the mould filling direction, scan speed of 5 ° min -~, for various sections of the 
The term 'centre' refers to the longitudinal centre of the moulded parts. Experimental curves were smoothed by 
moulded piece. The different areas of the sample are using the Savitsky-Golay method 12 before calculations 
represented schematically in Figure 1. For the sake of were made. The average intensity from each side of the 
concision, the moulded pieces prepared under the various diffraction peak of a 0-20 scan of the samples placed at 

the azimuthal angle corresponding to that of the 
orientation scan was calculated and used as the back- 

Table 1 Injection moulding variables for nylon-6,6 and its Kevlar ground intensity in the evaluation of the orientation 
composites factors. 

In cases where more than one diffraction plane 
Nylon-6,6 Composi te  contributed to the azimuthal scan, a deconvolution 

Material temperature (°C) process was performed prior to calculation of the 
Rear 251 260 orientation factors. Each diffraction peak was simulated 
Centre 260 275 with a Pearson VII function: 
Front 271 290 
Nozzle 279 290 I (z  ) = 1[-(1 + Z2/m)]  - ra (1) 

Injection speed (% of maximum)" 10 90 where Z = ( Z I / 2 - Z o ) / X 1 / 2 .  The X~/2 term represents the 
Hold pressure (% of maximum) 95 95 width of the peak at mid-height, Xo is the azimuthal 

Holding time (s) 35 35 position of the peak, and m is an adjustable variable. 
Cooling time (s) 50 50 All of the variables in this function were adjusted until 
Screw speed (rpm) 80 80 

the difference between the experimental curve and that 
"Values used for mould temperatures of 18 and 85°C plotted from the function was minimal. The orientation 
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factor was subsequently calculated from the deconvoluted fibre orientation patterns, For thermoplastics, variation 
curve, of the different structures in the composites is strongly 

The orientation factors are coefficients of a series of dependent on the inherent properties of the polymer, on 
even-ordered Legendre polynomials <P, cos Z>, for n = 2, the processing conditions and on spatial location in the 
4, etc. These are usually abbreviated as <P,>, where the moulded part. 
(P2> value is equivalent to the well-known Hermans' Three zones, which are termed skin, underskin and 
orientation factor. The observed orientation factors for core structures, were observed for samples prepared at 
a given reflection, <P, cosZ)o, are calculated from the low mould temperatures, at both low and high injection 
corrected diffraction curve, by using the following speeds, as shown in Fioure 2a, which is a photograph of 
formula: a sample cut parallel to the XZ plane at a distance of 

~r~/2 . / (brt/2 0.8mm from the top surface. In the skin layer, fibres 
(P.cos/~>o- IOOP.(cosz)sln'Zdx/I ~ l(~)sinTdT, generally appear as grouped, dark circular or elliptical 

- ~ 0  - ~ ,  shadows. This corresponds to fibres oriented perpen- 
(2) dicular or slightly inclined to the injection or flow 

direction. This observation is further confirmed by where 1(79 is the intensity at an azimuthal angle of ;~. 
<P,> would be equal to 0 for random orientation, to 1 Fiyure 3, which shows a photograph taken in the YZ 
for perfect orientation in the reference direction, and to plane of the samples, where the fibres now clearly appear 
-0 .5  for perfect orientation perpendicular to the refer- as continuous dark lines. 
ence direction. In the underskin structure, fibres are seen to preferen- 

tially orient in the flow direction, since they appear as 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION elongated dark lines. In the core region, fibres still orient 

in the flow direction, although to a lesser extent than in 
Morphology of injection moulded composites the underskin. For high mould temperatures, only two 

The existence of different morphologies at the surface zones are observed, corresponding to the skin and the 
ofthe sample moulded, which is termed the skin structure, core structures, as shown in Fiyure 2b. The fibre 
and at the inner portion of the samples, or core structure, orientation behaviour in the two zones is similar to that 
is well known for injection moulded thermoplastics. For of the low mould temperature samples. 
short-fibre-reinforcedthermoplastics, the classification of This behaviour is noticeably different from that 
the different structures is based mainly on changes in the observed by Bright et al.13 for short-glass-fibre-filled 

• - ........... ! i f !  . . . . .  ~ C 

~ < ~ . . . . .  

i 
~ .... ~ ~ . ~~ 2 0 p m  ~ 1 2 0 p m  

b 

Flow Direction Flow Direction 
' ' ' ' ~ . . . .  " ' I ~  

F i g u r e  2 Polarized optical microscope photographs of sections of composites cut parallel to the X Z  plane: (a) high speed, low temperature (HSLT) 
injection moulded sample and: (b) high speed, high temperature (HSHT) injection moulded sample 
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~"'~ ~;~:L~,~," ~ ~ For high mould temperatures, the smaller temperature 
difference between the molten fluid and the mould 
temperature produces a thinner solidified layer, which 
will consequently orient less fibres in the flow direction, 
as can be inferred from the above discussion. In addition, 
such a small temperature difference is only capable of 
freezing the skin layer, which thus allows the underskin 
structure to be destroyed by the subsequently incoming 
melted polymer. The effect of injection speed on the thick- 
ness of the skin structure at high mould temperatures is 
similar to that observed for low mould temperatures. 

300 ttm Orientation measurement conditions 
I I This present nylon-6,6/Kevlar composite system is not 

Figure 3 Polarized optical microscope photograph of the skin layer an easy one to characterize from the point of view of 
of a composite cut parallel to the YZ plane orientation. Both the matrix and the fibre are crystalline, 

and it is therefore imperative to carefully choose the 
Table2 Characteristics ofthemicrostructuresofmouldedcomposites reflections used for the orientation measurements, in 
produced under different injection moulding conditions order to avoid, as much as possible, any superimposition 

Structural thickness (mm) a of various peaks of the polymers. 
Fibre Generally speaking, in an injection moulded short-fibre 

Microstructure orientation LSLT HSLT LSHT HSHT composite, the fibre orientation is three-dimensional. 
However, in this study, due to the particular geometry 

Skin Random O.2O 0.18 0.17 0.16 of the mould used (the ratio of width/thickness varied 
+ 0.04 _+ 0.03 _+ 0.07 _+ 0.05 

from 10/1 to 2/1), and also to the length of the fibres, Underskin Parallel 0.46 0.38 - - 
_+O.O3 +0.01 which has been estimated as being ~ 1 mm after injection 

Core Partially 1.68 1.86 2.65 2 .67  moulding 15, fibre orientation is preferentially planar. 
parallel b This has been shown previously 11 and can also be 

inferred from the photographs of the composite sample 
Reported values represent the average for each sample: total thickness morphology presented above. Furthermore, one of the 

of the samples is constant (3.00+0.02mm), and consists of one core,  objectives of this study is to provide quantitative 
two underskin and two skin structures 
bParallel to the flow direction (injection direction) orientation values for prediction of the mechanical 

properties of the moulded composites. For  these types of 
polypropylene. They observed, at low injection speeds, calculations, uniaxial orientation factors are used. There- 
that fibres orient randomly in the moulding plane for the fore, uniaxial orientation measurements for both fibres 
skin layers but preferentially along the flow direction for and matrix were chosen for this study. 
the core structure. At high injection speeds, the fibres It must, however, be acknowledged that this approxi- 
partially orient along the injection direction in the skin mation is itself a source of error, and further work would 
structure whereas they orient perpendicularly to the be necessary to fully quantify the orientation pattern in 
injection direction in the core structure. Furthermore, our three dimensions. In order to partially limit the errors 
observations are also different from those reported by caused by this approach, and to gain a better idea of the 
Singh and Kama114. They indicated, in the injection three-dimensional order present in the samples, we chose 
moulding of short-glass-fibre-filled polypropylene, that to measure the orientation of as many axes of the 
the fibres oriented preferentially in the flow direction at crystalline phase unit cells as possible, all with respect to 
or very close to the surface, randomly near the surface, the flow direction. 
and transversely in the core. 

The dimensions of the various structures that are Matrix orientation. The first extensive X-ray diffrac- 
observed are given in Table 2. At low mould temperatures, tion work on oriented fibres of nylon-6,6 was reported 
the dimensions of the skin and underskin structures in by Ecochard in 194616. The following year, Bunn and 
samples moulded at low injection speeds slightly decrease Garner ~ 7 published the first crystal structure investiga- 
with injection speed. This is attributed to an increase in tion on nylon-6,6. As with many other polymers, 
the mould wall-polymer contact time when the speed nylon-6,6 is polymorphic. The most stable crystal 
decreases, which leads to a thick solidified layer, i.e. the structure, which was, in fact, the only one observed in 
skin structure. This solidified layer creates a high shear this work, is called the c~-form, and is composed of planar 
flow field at the solid-melt interface. Such a shear flow sheets of hydrogen-bonded molecules stacked on top of 
orients the fibres in the flow direction, which is the main one another. The structure is triclinic with one repeat 
characteristic of the underskin structure. Orientation in unit per unit cell, and has the following unit cell 
the flow direction increases with increasing shear rate. dimensions: a = 0.49, b =0.54, c (fibre axis)= 1.72 nm; 
The thicker the solidified skin layer, the narrower will be ~ = 48.5 °, fl = 77 ° and 7 = 63.5°. In this work, our indexing 
the fluid channel, which results in higher shear rates in follows that proposed by Bunn and Garner 17. 
the solid-melt interface and in a higher orientation of For nylon-6,6, the reflections with the strongest 
the fibres in the flow direction. On the other hand, the observed intensities are the 010+110 (20=25.3 °, d=  
long contact time allows both the skin layer and the 0.357nm) and the 100 (20=20.3 °, d =  0.436 nm), which 
underskin structures to become 'frozen', resulting in both lie on the equator, at a Z angle of 90 °. A 
thicker skin and underskin structures and in preservation medium intensity reflection is also worth investigating, 
of the fibre orientation patterns in these zones, namely the 002 reflection which was observed at a 20 
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angle of 13.17 ° (d=0.641nm) and at a X value of 34 ~. For a single meridional reflection where g = 0  °, 
Because of the triclinic unit cell, this reflection is not ( P , )  = (P,)o, whereas for an equatorial reflection, 
meridional, and the reciprocal-space axis, c*, does not ( P , >  = - 0 . 5 ( P , ) o .  This formula is suitable for our 
match the direction of the direct space axis, c. Neverthe- purposes providing that the denominator does not take 
less, the two latter reflections will be used for orientation a value of zero. In the case of (P2), this happens for an 
measurements, since they allow the investigation of a angle of 54.7 °. Unfortunately, this value is too close to 
specific reciprocal axis. Azimuthal scans of pure, well- that of the azimuthal angle of the 002 reflection of 
oriented nylon-6,6 samples, taken at 0-20 positions of nylon-6,6 (34 °) to allow it to be used in this particular 
the 100 and 002 reflections, are reported in Figures 4a case. Therefore, for convenience, the < P2 > values of all 
and 4b. In the case of the 100 reflection, a second, less of the reciprocal axes were used directly in this present 
intense reflection can also be seen as a shoulder centred study. 
at X ~60 ' .  This reflection can be attributed to the 112 Azimuthal scans of pure Kevlar were taken at the 0 - 2 0  
reflection, which appears at a d-spacing of 0.435nm. positions of the 100 and 002 reflections of nylon-6,6, in 
Because of its weak intensity at this 20 position, when order to determine possible overlaps, and are reported 
compared to that of the 100 reflection, it is not easy to in Figures 4(: and 4d, respectively. For the orientation 
separate the contribution of this reflection from the total measurement of the nylon-6,6 matrix in the composites, 
intensity contribution, particularly in the case where weak the 100 reflection could not be used because of its 
orientation occurs. Therefore, the intensity measurement superimposition with the strong 110 reflection of the 
has not been corrected for the presence of this weak Kevlar fibres. Therefore, only the 002 reflection was used 
reflection, which will result in a small, systematic under- to investigate the orientation of the matrix in the 
estimation of the orientation factor of this reciprocal axis. composite samples. 

Using any arbitrary reflection, it is possible to deduce 
the orientation of the c-axis by using the relationship Fibre orientation. The fibre used in this study, i.e. 
proposed by Lovell and Mitchell is" Kevlar, is a highly oriented form of poly(p-phenylene 

(P , )o  terephthalamide) (PPTA). Northolt  and Van Aartsen 1~ 
( P , ) -  (3) have reported that the crystal structure of Kevlar is 

P,, cos ;g monoclinic, in fact pseudo-orthorhombic, with a = 0.787, 

b (3 
>. >. >. 

09 
c" ¢" 
03 03 

4 - a  _= ~- "E 

03 03 03 
.>__ ._  .>  

03 03 03 ~.~.~ ~ r r  n'- I~ 

i i i 

- 9 0  ° 0 ° 90  ° - 9 0  ° 0 ° 90 ° - 9 0  ° 0 "  90 ° 
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o~  
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Figure 4 Azimuthal scans of well oriented nylon-6,6 and Kevlar fibres: (a) nylon-6,6 sample, 100 reflection (20=20.3°); (b) nylon-6,6 sample, 002 
reflection (20 = 12.2°); (c) Kevlar fibres, nylon-6,6 100 position (20 = 20.3°); (d) Kevlar fibres, nylon-6,6 002 position (20 = 12.2'); (e) Kevlar fibres, 002 
reflection ( 2 0 -  13.7 ); (f) nylon-6,6 sample, Kevlar 002 position (20-13.7 °) 
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b = 0.518 and c = 1.290 nm (fibre axis) and ~ = 90 °. Two Orientation of injection moulded unfilled nylon-6,6 
of the reflections have strong intensities, i.e. the 110 Molecular orientation in pure injection moulded 
(20 = 20.5 °, d = 0.433 nm) and the 006 (20 = 42.0 °, d = polymers has been the subject of many studies 21-23. It is 
0.215 nm). The 002 reflection (20 = 13.7 °, d = 0.645 nm) is known that the molecular orientation arises from 'frozen' 
of medium intensity. Because of the almost perfect stress in the mould, which depends critically on the 
orientation of Kevlar fibres ((P2) is greater than 0.95), processing conditions. Due to the capacity limits of most 
the orientation of the c-axis of the crystals will be used of the injection moulding machines that are available, 
as the orientation of the fibres themselves in this work. the molecular orientation developed during the mould 
The same approximation has been used by Lim and filling stage is relatively small. On the other hand, the 
White 2° in a fibre orientation study of Kevlar-poly- mobility of polymer chains is large, when compared with 
carbonate composites, fibres. Chain relaxation is easy and this leads to an 

Since, in this study, the matrix is also crystalline, it is increase in stress relaxation, resulting in a low molecular 
important to select Kevlar diffraction peaks which do orientation. In this study, the orientation of pure 
not superimpose with those of the nylon-6,6 matrix. Pure nylon-6,6 injection moulded parts was investigated, in 
Kevlar fibres and well-oriented nylon-6,6 samples (hot order to compare their orientation behaviour to that of 
drawn at 150°C, draw ratio of 3.5) were scanned at nylon-6,6 in the composites. The influence of the fibres 
various diffraction angles in order to determine reflection could therefore be assessed with more certainty. 
superimpositions. The 006 reflection superimposed with Orientation measurements, obtained using the 002 
that of the 017 and 127 reflections of nylon-6,6, which reflection, are reported in Table 3, whereas a representa- 
appeared at approximately the same ~ angle, whereas the tive scan is reproduced in Figure 5a. It can be seen that 
hkO reflections overlapped completely with the nylon-6,6 almost all of the ( P 2 )  values are negative. This indicates 
hkO reflections. The 002 reflection was therefore selected, that the c*-axis of nylon-6,6 tends to orient perpendicular 
in spite of the fact that it was only of medium intensity, to the flow direction, with this tendency being increased 
Its azimuthal scan, for a pure Kevlar fibre bundle, is from the tail to the head zones. A high injection speed 
shown in Figure 4e, where the maximum intensity is aligns the c*-axis of nylon-6,6 in a direction which is 
reached for X=0 °. For  the Kevlar 001 reflections, the more perpendicular to the flow direction than that 
(P2)o value is equal to the (P2 )  value, since the Z angle 
is zero. 

An azimuthal scan of pure, oriented nylon-6,6, taken 
at the diffraction position of the 002 reflection of Kevlar is Table 3 Orientation factors (e2)  derived from X-ray diffraction 

measurements for the 002 and 100 reflections of pure injection moulded 
shown in Figure 4f A medium weak reflection appears nylon-6,6 
at g = 34°. This reflection is attributed to the (002) plane 
of nylon-6,6, which reaches its maximum intensity at a (P2> 
20 angle of 12.2 ° . However, because of crystal lattice 
defects, typical of polymeric materials, the width of the LSLT HSLT LSHT HSHT 
diffraction spots is such that a non-negligible intensity is 002 Reflection 
still detectable at 20= 13.7 °, which is the position of the Head -0.175 -0.202 -0.119 -0.226 
002 reflection of Kevlar. This reflection is therefore Centre -0.082 -0.176 -0.130 -0.170 
expected to be observed in the azimuthal scans of the Tail 0.073 -0.164 0.076 -0.019 
composites, particularly since nylon forms the bulk of 100 Reflection 
the composite (65 wt%). It will, however, appear at the Head 0.062 0.058 0.067 0.058 
same Z angle in scans taken at 20 angles of 12.2 ° and Centre 0.046 0.046 0.073 0.063 

Tail 0.014 0.036 0.002 -0.021 
13.7 °, and can therefore be identified in this way. 

t "  r -  
4 ' ~  

¢- ¢- 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

> > 
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rc rr" 
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i i 

_90  ° 0 ° 90  ° - - 90  ° 0 o 90  ° 
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Figure 5 Azimuthal  scans o f  pure, injection moulded nylon-6,6 samples: (a) 002 reflection 
(20= 12.2°); (b) 100 reflection (20= 20.3 °) 
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resulting from a low injection speed at the same mould are observed: the one showing the maximum intensity is 
temperature. In the centre zones and at high injection centred at Z=0  °, while the second reflection, which is 
speeds, mould temperature has little effect on the centred at Z = 90°, is much broader, indicating a smaller 
orientation. This may be due to the 'blunter' velocity degree of orientation. As discussed above, the 002 
profile at high injection speeds. For low injection speeds, reflection of nylon-6,6 can appear with a low intensity 
high mould temperatures cause the chains to orient on this scan, at the same X value as its maximum intensity 
perpendicular to the flow direction in a more significant position, as seen in Figure 6a. This reflection has been 
way than that observed for low mould temperatures. This removed from the scan through spectral decomposition 
can be attributed to the stronger shear flow effect arising prior to calculation of the orientation factor, as described 
from the thicker solidified layer formed at low mould in the Experimental section. 
temperatures. In the composite pellets, an azimuthal angle difference 

The bottom half of Table 3 gives the results of the of approximately 90 ° was found between the fibre axis 
orientation measurements for the a*-axis of pure moulded and the c*-axis of the matrix. Since the angle between 
nylon-&& A scan of the 100 reflection that is used to the c*- and c-axes of nylon-6,6 is ~ 32 °, it is therefore 
ascertain the orientation of the a*-axis is shown in Figure proposed that, since the c*-axis is perpendicular to the 
5b. This axis orients randomly, with the (P2) values fibre axis, the chain axis of nylon-6,6 is growing with a 
obtained being very close to zero. This indicates that the tilt angle with respect to the fibre axis. Epitaxial growth 
a*-axis rotates around the c*-axis during the growth of could explain this peculiar behaviour: a good match could 
crystallites. However, the (P2) values for a* show only be established between the a-axis of nylon-6,6 (0.49 nm) 
a modest increase in going from the tail to the head zones, and the b-axis of Kevlar (0.518 nm), or twice the value 
This indicates a slight tendency for this axis to orient in of the a-axis of nylon-6,6 (0.49 nm) and the a-axis of 
parallel to the flow direction, while the c*-axis orients Kevlar (0.787 nm). Unfortunately, because of the various 
markedly in the direction which is perpendicular to the reflection overlaps between Kevlar and nylon-6,6, it is 
flow direction, as mentioned above, difficult to study the orientation of the a- and b-axes of 

nylon-&& Furthermore, uncertainties concerning the 
Orientation of the pultruded composite pellets fibre surface structure aggravate the difficulty in investi- 

It is well known that fibres introduced into the melt gating in detail the growth of nylon-6,6 crystals on the 
of a crystallizable polymer can act as nucleating sites. A fibre surface. Therefore, a more thorough study would 
transcrystalline layer grows around the fibre in the form be necessary to fully understand the epitaxial mechanism 
of a sheath texture, and crystal orientation in this of this present system. 
transcrystalline zone is affected by the presence of the 
fibres 24. Orientation of the injection moulded composites 

In order to study the influence of Kevlar fibres on the Orientation in the injection moulded composites was 
crystal orientation of the nylon-6,6 matrix, fibre and expected to be very different from that of the pultruded 
matrix orientation were measured in composite pellets samples. However, some striking resemblances were 
produced by a pultrusion process. In these pellets, as can found with respect to the relative orientation of the matrix 
be seen by visual inspection, the fibres are well oriented when compared to that of the fibres. 
along the pultrusion direction. Orientation measurements obtained for the nylon-6,6 

Orientation measurements of the 002 reflection of matrix and the Kevlar fibres are reported in Table 4. 
nylon-6,6 are reported in Figure 6a. A centring of this Representative scans of the orientation of nylon-6,6 and 
reflection is observed at a X angle of 90 °, which indicates Kevlar appear in Figure 7. As expected, the 002 reflection 
that the c*-axis grows perpendicular to the pultrusion of nylon-6,6, which is shown in Figure 7a, can also be 
direction. An azimuthal scan of the pellets for the 002 located in the azimuthal scan of the Kevlar 002 reflection, 
reflection ofKevlarisshowninFigure6b. Two reflections at a Z angle of 90 ° in both cases. Again, prior to 
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Figure  6 Az imutha l  scans of pu l t ruded  Kevlar /nylon-6 ,6  samples  used for inject ion mould ing:  
(a) nylon-&& 002 reflection ( 2 0 =  12.2°); (b) Kevlar ,  002 reflection ( 2 0 =  13.7 °) 
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Figure 7 Azimuthal scans of injection moulded composites: (a) nylon-6,& 002 reflection 
(20 = 12.2°); (b) Kevlar, 002 reflection (20 = 13.7 °) 

Table 4 Orientation factors (P2) of composites obtained by X-ray 
diffraction measurements for the 002 reflections of the Kevlar fibres and It is interesting to compare differences in the maximum 
the nylon-6,6 matrix azimuthal angle for both the reflections of the fibres and 

for the nylon in the centre zones of the composites, 
(P2) moulded under LSLT, HSLT, LSHT, and HSHT 

LSLT HSLT LSHT HSHT processing conditions. This difference is related to the 
angle between the c-axes of nylon-6,6 and Kevlar in the 

Kevlar fibres composites. It takes, respectively, values of 82.0 °, 83.9 °, 
Head -0.007 0.082 -0.022 0.122 84.0 ° and 83.6 °, which indicates that this difference in the 
Centre 0.292 0.232 0.276 0.246 angle remains almost constant, regardless of the moulding 
Tail 0.107 0.198 0.233 0.226 

conditions. This result corresponds well with that found 
Nylon-6,6 matrix for the composite pellets where this angle was 90 ° and 

Head -0.028 -0.154 -0.096 -0.117 
Centre -0.162 -0.206 -0.235 -0.238 supports the hypothesis that the orientation of nylon-6,6 
Tail 0.035 -0.148 -0.129 -0.104 in the composites is largely determined by fibre-matrix 

interactions, rather than by the local flow conditions. 
Such a crystalline orientation behaviour of the nylon 

orientation factor calculations, this reflection was re- matrix differs from that presented in the review published 
moved from the azimuthal scan of the Kevlar 002 by McHugh 25 on the flow-induced crystallization of 
reflection, pure polymers, in which he concluded that nucleation 

Most of the ( P 2 )  values for the c*-axis of nylon-6,6 resulted from extensional flow and the crystalline growth 
are negative, with the more negative values being found direction was dominated by the shear flow. This observation 
in the centre zones of the samples. This clearly indicates is also different from that of Singh and Kama114 
that the orientation of the c*-axes of nylon-6,6 tends to concerning the matrix orientation in glass fibre-poly- 
be orthogonal to the flow direction. It is interesting to propylene composites, in which they attributed the 
note that the c*-axis of the nylon-6,6 tends to orient differences in matrix orientation to the result of molecular 
perpendicularly to the flow direction from the tail to the relaxation which was restricted by the presence of the 
centre zones, whereas it tends to become parallel to the fibres. However, the relative fibre volume fractions are 
flow direction from the centre to the head zones, which smaller (by a factor of two) than those studied here. In 
is the exact opposite of what was observed in the fibre the present case, it is believed that the fibre-fibre distance 
orientation behaviour. Moreover, the orientation be- is so small that the relaxation of the matrix is limited 
haviour of nylon-6,6 in the composites has been found and the epitaxial growth of the matrix dominates its 
to be quite different from that of pure injection moulded orientation. 
nylon-6,6 samples prepared under the same processing The (P 2 )  values measured for Kevlar fibres at the tail, 
conditions (as reported in Table 3). This indicates that centre, and head zones of the composites are reported in 
the orientation of nylon-6,6 is affected by the presence the top part of Table 4. It is interesting to note that all 
of the Kevlar fibres, either through interactions between of the (P2> values in the head sections are negative, but 
the fibres and the nylon-6,6 molecules, or by changes in are positive in both the centre and tail sections. In all 
the local flow patterns. In fact, during injection moulding cases, fibre orientation in the flow direction is increased 
of the composites, the cooling procedure begins immedi- on going from the tail to the centre sections, and decreases 
ately the melt enters the channel of the mould. Nucleation from the centre to the head sections. 
may be induced by either the local extensional flow or These observations can be rationalized by referring to 
by some of the nucleation sites at the Kevlar fibre the work of Goettler 26 and Owen and Whybrew 27 on 
surface where the crystallized nylon-6,6 chains anchor, short-glass-fibre-filled thermosetting materials, in which 
The crystalline growth direction may be determined by they have shown that flow geometry is the major 
both crystal structure matching between the fibres and parameter affecting fibre orientation: the orientation 
matrix and the flow conditions near the fibres, changes in the flow channel only if there is a change 
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in the cross-sectional area. In the tail zone of a from the X-ray diffraction measurements may be slightly 
dumbbell-shaped cavity, the decrease observed on going underestimated because of the difficulty in accurately 
from the 'bell' to the 'bone' sections accelerates the fluid measuring the background level. A second factor which 
(converging flow) and results in a positive velocity is responsible for this underestimation is the incomplete 
gradient. Therefore, fibres tend to rotate in parallel to alignment of the PPTA chains with respect to the fibre 
the line of the flowstream. Because there is no cross- axis, as reported by Northolt  and Van Aartsen 19. 
sectional area change in the centre sections, the fibre However, interestingly, the orientation factors measured 
orientation pattern remains unchanged. In the head zone, by both methods show a similar trend: increasing the 
where the cavity dimensions increase, the fluid experiences injection speed decreases the fibre orientation in parallel 
a deceleration (diverging flow), resulting in a negative with the flow direction. 
velocity gradient. Fibres are subjected to a compressional 
force and rotate perpendicular to the flow direction. CONCLUSIONS 

In the centre sections, it has been observed that at both 
low and high mould temperatures, a low injection speed The morphology and orientation of injection moulded 

short Kevlar fibre/nylon-6,6 composites were found to causes the fibres to orient in the flow direction more 
significantly than observed with a high injection speed, be related to the processing variables. X-ray diffraction 
Two simple rules-of-thumb have been proposed by allowed the measurement of both fibre and matrix 
Tucker 1°, namely fibres orient in the flow direction in a orientation, on the same portion of a sample, which is 
simple shear flow and orient in the stretching direction in not possible with other techniques such as birefringence, 
an elongationalflow. However, for short-fibre-reinforced contact microradiography, and image analysis. The 
thermoplastics with a high fibre content, it has been results indicate that both fibre and matrix orientation 

exhibit a geometrical dependence. In the centre zones of shown by Goettler 2 that fibre orientation is more 
the moulded samples, an increasing injection speed and sensitive to elongational flow than to shear flow, due to 

the blunt velocity profile, and that the rate of fibre mould temperature result in thin skin structure, where 
rotation is proportional to the value of the normal fibres orient randomly 'in-plane', and increase the 
velocity gradient. The rotation direction is determined tendency of the fibres to orient perpendicularly to the 
by the sign of the velocity gradient. At high injection flow direction in the core region. Low injection speeds 
speeds, the velocity profile is very blunt (almost plug-like), and low mould temperatures tend to align the fibres 
Polymer melt-mould wall contact time is short, which parallel to the flow direction in the core section. 
leads to a thin solidified layer. The shear force at the Orientation of the matrix is affected by that of the fibres, 
solid melt interface is therefore lower, inducing fewer and this influence is more significant than that of fluid 
fibres to orient in the flow direction. This explains why kinematics in determining the matrix orientation. Inter- 
the fibre orientation patterns remain almost unchanged actions between fibres and matrix are attributed to 
from those developed previously at the 'gate', where fibres epitaxial growth, and consequently to unit cell matching 
were oriented perpendicular to the flow direction under between fibres and matrix. 
the influence of a stretching flow perpendicular to the 
flow direction. A C K N O W L E D G E M E N T S  
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